Wild About Animals!

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

Kids have a natural animal attraction for creatures of the
wild! They quickly learn to identify all the major players
in the animal kingdom, from the king of the beasts to the
wanderers of the deep. So it’s no surprise that toy designers incorporate a whole range of exotic creatures into their
plans for kids gear and toys. And it’s a toy jungle out
there. But we’ve cut through the undergrowth and discovered the following wild animal-themed toys offering
features that make them some of our favorites for kids!

by Paige Gardner Smith

Gentle Giraffe

Zylie Bear

Baby’s first wild animal toy should
be the Gentle Giraffe. This amazing
soft toy is great on so many levels with
super-soft polyester covering and a
long slim neck that’s just the right size
for small hands to hold and hug. And
when kids are a little older, they will
appreciate the accompanying storybook and adoption certificate. The best
part is the Gentle Giraffe sound system that features soft recordings of womb sounds, rushing water, Safari groove and wilderness
trails. These sounds both soothe and serve as ‘white noise’ for
small children who sometimes need to tune out the rest of their
environment’s noise. Easy controls and a sleep timer make it an
ideal bed buddy, too. Fair warning: The sounds are also soothing to
adults who may find themselves enjoying an unscheduled nap with
their little one, snoozing to the soft roar of Victoria falls.

The most playable bear doll has arrived!
A twelve-year-old bear with impeccable
fashion sense, Zylie and her brother Theo
live with their adventurous aunt in New York
– and that’s where the story starts! Zylie is
an 18” jointed bear who comes dressed for
adventure in skinny jeans, flounce top and a
soft ivory coat. Her orange handbag holds her
diary, map …and passport, because this bear
is going places! Including the first book to get Zylie’s adventures
started, her world can grow with additional clothes for her travel
wardrobe – and an awesome friend, Shen the Panda (introduced
in the second Zylie book, and sold separately). Zylie is versatile
doll for young tweens and kids whose imaginations can keep up
with a bear who’s on her way around the world!

(Cloud B)

(The Adventures of
Zylie the Bear)

Sonny the Seal

PlayWow Activity Chair

Adding a new twist and
wobble to the standard ‘ring toss’
game, Sonny the Seal mimics
the movements of a real seal,
bobbing and weaving his head
around! The game is on as kids
take aim with plastic rings, trying
to score points with a ring around
Sonny’s neck. When the ring
goes over Sonny the Seal’s head and past his tail, Sonny barks
and claps his flippers cheering on young players. Sure, it’s ideal
for developing hand-eye coordination, but that’s just a wild sideeffect of this addicting and challenging game for kids!

Why should kids just sit, when
they can sit and be active? The Kids
Activity Chair, with a big lion graphic on
the back rest, offers plenty of keep-busy
options for little hands. With a jingle bell
ball on one arm rest, and a three-page flip
book attached on the other, both are easy
to manipulate for still developing motor
control. Pockets with bright primary
shapes hide removable (tethered) peek-a-boo wild animals! The
best part is the Activity Chair is inflatable! It packs and ports with
minimal effort and space… so this chair can keep bottoms comfy
plus hands and eyes busy wherever you go --- and sit!

(PlayWow)

(Goliath)

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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A Page in a Book

by Paige Gardner Smith

Why Teachers Rule

Somewhere in every child’s world, a teacher is making a positive difference
in their life. Whether they meet this teacher through schooling, extra-curricular
classes, or church, this leader has the power to guide, instruct and elevate not
only the mind of a child, but also the spirit. The best teachers go beyond the
standard lesson plans, seeking ways to engage children, fostering their strengths
and encouraging them to master their challenges. Celebrating those special educators, the ones who come early, stay late and go the extra mile because they are
called to teach – these titles are touching tributes to the leader of the class.

You Are My Wonders

by Maryann Cusimano Love and Satomi Ichikawa (Philomel Books / Penguin)
In the broadest sense, teachers educate, but in the real world the person teaching a child is so
much more. And the student is also more than just a vessel to receive education. The best pairings
of students and teachers are a symbiotic exchange, like the one celebrated in ‘You are My Wonders’.
Almost like a call and response, the rhyming text in the teacher’s voice offers her roles in a school
day followed by the complimentary role of the student. “I am your calm; you are my thunder. I am
your wisdom; you are my wonders”. Paired with gentle and charming illustrations of a soft elephant
welcoming her students (cuddly toys like teddy bears, stuffed bunnies, and toy giraffes), this title will
speak to the youngest students and their parents with a reassuring message that reminds both of the
fullness of learning during a school day.

The Art of Miss Chew

by Patricia Polacco (Putnam Books / Penguin)
With her solid reputation for producing wonderful children’s books with moving messages, Patricia
Polacco’s exploration of the variety of teachers a child can encounter – and the unique needs of each
student - is both touching and inspiring. Trisha struggles with reading, but her favorite teacher gives her
time she needs to finish her tests. Further, he notes her strong drawing talent and recommends her for
Miss Chew’s art class to develop her strength as an artist. Trish’s confidence grows through the support of both teachers, until tragedy brings in an impatient substitute who gives no extra time on tests and
thinks art class isn’t worth teaching. Only the joint effort of teachers and Trish can get her successes
back on track and perhaps teach the school a lesson along the way. ‘The Art of Ms. Chew’ is powerful,
poignant and definitely another Polacco masterpiece.

My Teacher

by James Ransome (Dial Books / Penguin)
The call to teach is strong, but for those who answer, the fiscal rewards are not always in
balance with the importance of the job they have. Yet the personal rewards of successfully educating and empowering a class, moving them forward in the progression that is school, shows
their power to affect society is invaluable. And so the best teachers come…and they stay. ‘My
Teacher’ features a graying teacher with years of experience behind her…and undiminished
enthusiasm to take on her newest class. She’s taught more than one generation of students
at the school, and lived through much of the history she introduces to her class. This title is
a brilliant appreciation for the teachers with passion who step up year-after-year to mold the
minds and hearts of the generations to follow.
Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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